Senior Member Grade

2.3.2 A Senior Member

The grade of ‘Sr member’ is a professional grade limited to those who have made significant professional contribution in the fields of interest to CSI. Proposals for transfer to this grade shall be made by the membership committee and approved by the EXECOM. The candidate shall be either

A. An Engineer or Post Graduate and a member of the Society for 7 years or have 10 years recognized standing in the computer field.
B. A graduate from a course of study from an accredited educational Institution and a member of the Society for 10 years or have 15 years recognized standing in the computer field.
C. Non-graduate with experience in the Computer / D P profession and a member of the Society for 15 years. The Membership Committee may however enrol a member directly as a Senior Member with the approval of the EXECOM, if the applicant has qualification and experience better than stated above.

A member of the Society having continuous membership of 10 years will be invited for applying to this grade. This process will be done with reference to date 31st December.